
The uniqueness of healthcare has not created the same 
market pressures other industries felt that pushed them 
towards faster adoption, but when comparing results 
from the HIMSS Cloud Studies from 2014 and 2017, we 
saw a shift in the definition of the cloud, which pointed 
to an uptick in certain types of adoption. 

Healthcare organizations have shifted from a focus 
on SaaS to a focus on IaaS. One interpretation is that 
organizations view IaaS services as the best way to 
combat the tsunami of data.

Comparison of results showed a large increase in 
disaster recovery, data storage, and operational 
services over other applications like SaaS products.

The exponential increase in patient 
data is a major pressure on CIOs. 

Market pressures more than anything else force cloud adoption. Within healthcare, 
the explosion of new patient data has meant the “cloud” now means more than just 
web software. Infrastructure as a Service is now central to cloud strategies.

Data Sources: 
CUNY Academic Works: http://academicworks.cuny.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1095&context=bc_pubs
HIMSS Analytics 2014 and 2017 Cloud Surveys:  http://www.himss.org/library/healthcare-privacy-security/cloud-security/security-survey 
http://www.himssanalytics.org/research/essentials-brief-2017-cloud-study

In 2011, there were 150 exabytes of 
healthcare data. That’s expected to 
grow to 2,300 exabytes by 2020.1

It would take the average 100Mbps internet 
connection over 5,830,500 years to download 
all that medical data.
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66.9% 62.9%

2.4% 12.5%

15.3% 75%

Hosting of Clinical 
Applications and Data

�19.8% 43.6% 63.4%

Backups and Disaster 
Recovery

�25.9% 35.1% 61%

Hosting of HR 
Applications and Data

�11.4% 34.9% 46.3%

Hosting Financial 
Applications and Data

�13.4% 32.9% 46.3%

Hosting Operational 
Applications and Data

�13.8% 27.7% 41.5%

Healthcare's Shifting 
Definition Of The Cloud

The Adoption of Infrastructure 
as a Service

Iaas-like Services 
Become a Focus

How will healthcare deal with this data?

Data, Data Everywhere!

What is your current usage 
model for cloud services?

Software as a Service (SaaS): 

hosted applications

Platform as a Service (PaaS): 

development environments

Infrastructure as a Service 

(IaaS): storage, backup, 

computing services

Currently Use


